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ABSTRACT
A great challenge across business today is to achieve visibility into all the information produced within and outside the
organization, fitting it to the context depending on the current scenario and for initiating effective action with the latest
information. Information integration is one technique that helps in achieving this. Each organizations need for accessing
information, list of input sources and in which form the outcome to be are all details contributing to the issues. Hence a
need for a precise representation as to what information integration state is obvious. This paper gives the survey on various
definitions stated for information integration which has been classified and discussed over the completeness of them
analyzing on the three aspects input, output and process. Here the incompleteness of the stated definitions is explained in
terms of where they limit. With these findings we present a comprehensive characterization of information integration with
an effort to fit in all aspects i.e. meaning, distinctness and completeness of information integration leading to further
research.
Keywords: Information Integration, Information Integration definitions, Information Integration categorization, Information
Integration characterization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Availability of information in present day is
enormous and there exists no suitable methodology or
technology to acquire the needed information, increasing
the risk of information overload, directing to improper
usage of information and poor decision–making. This
huge information is distributed across enterprises,
organizations and geographical conditions. Enterprise IT
problems are tied to the “islands of information” caused
by many legacy architectures distributed across
geographies, business units and multiple subsidiaries.
Getting access to all these information sources to obtain
insight and better decisions is a challenge for all
enterprise or organizations.

2. INFORMATION INTEGRATION
Information integration has been conceptualized in
many ways through different persons and on different
contexts [3][4][5][7][9]. On studying and analyzing the
definitions, it is implied that information integration
revolves on three elements i.e. input, process and output.
Each definition’s perspectives differ from one another
and lead to stressing upon the elements. Not all
definitions indicate in complete the three elements.
These definitions are listed here and they have been
classified into four types based on where the significance
of the definition is noted as to its constituents input
parameters or output parameters or the process or goal
centric. Information integration as per the study reveals
that explanations or statements could be focused on
several aspects but more emphasize is thrown to input
sources. How could it be said that focus is towards any
one constituents input or output or process?
For eg,
Information integration systems provide facilities that
support access to heterogeneous information sources in a

way that isolates users from differences in the formats,
locations and facilities of those sources. [1]
The input, process and output aspects of the definition
are
Input: Heterogeneous information sources with
difference in formats, locations and facilities
Process: Support access to
Output: Isolate users
It is seen that the input sources are elaborated
and given a wide understanding while compared to the
other aspects. The other part of process and output are
given a thin lining. The ‘support’ that’s been talked
about the process does not actually convey the real or
exact meaning, the same way the output ‘isolate users’.
Both seem to be ambiguous as to what sort of support,
what is the methodology behind this word support,
targeted towards which user, to what extent this isolation
has to be considered. By analyzing the definition
explanation or a broad scope is placed on the input
parameters
Likewise each definition has been keenly
analyzed and categorized as below.
2.1 Input Centric Definitions
Definitions that are biased towards the input sources
of information integration with a mere mentioning or an
abstract notation about process or output are stated here.
• According to [2] the input sources have been
stressed upon by specifying it as information in
despite of its organization, structure, naming
convention, encode, semantic and so on,
whereas output is stated in simple as a single
interface and process has not been specified at
all except for the word information integration.
• As per [13] the concentration is towards input
sources, which has been stated as distributed
heterogeneous information and information
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•

processing resources, while the process part is
mentioned as assembling, and the output being
a coherent view.
Here as per [9] the input sources has been
emphasized by regarding it as various
applications or systems like data management
systems, content management systems, data
warehouses, and other enterprise applications.
Whereas the process has been given as combine
and the output as a common platform, where
both aspects have been stated with a thin lining.

2.2 Process Centric Definitions
As per the explanation stated in the previous
subsection, here the definitions which focus on the
process of information integration are listed. Each of the
definition is analyzed below.
• Here [5] definition emphasize on the process
involved for integration by specifying it as
integrating data from multiple sources without
loading them into data warehouse by giving
abstract information about input and output
aspects as data from multiple sources and
providing tools respectively.
2.3 Output Centric Definitions
There exists some definitions that emphasize on
output aspects but those definitions also stress on
process aspect or input aspect of information integration,
hence such definitions have been categorized under
hybrid type.
2.4 Hybrid Definitions
Some definitions give broader description of
one or more aspects of the input, output or process, such
are explained below.
• As per [10], the process is elaborated here by
stating it as bringing together physically or
logically data with the help of data warehousing
tools. Another aspect that is elaborated here is
the output, by indicating that the applications or
users are made to use all data either directly or
indirectly.
• [12] talks about information integration by
specifying details on all aspects through stating
the input as diverse forms of business
information, the integration process as a set of
process namely coherent search, access,
replication, transformation, and analysis, and
the output aspect to provide real time read and
write access, enabling data transformation, data
interchange, data placement for quality aspects

•

•

of performance, currency, availability to meet
business needs.
According to [1] the emphasize is given on the
input by explaining it as data from existing
heterogeneous, distributed sources, and also on
the output by giving it as illusion of single
database or system. The process aspect has not
been considered mush but only to be mentioned
as integration facilities.
Information from disparate heterogeneous
sources often with no appropriate common
schema needs to be synthesized in a flexible,
transparent and intelligent way in order to
respond to the demands of a query thus
enabling a more informed decision by the user
or application program.[11]

2.5 Generic Definitions
This categorization specifies the definitions that
seem to be not specific towards any aspects of
information integration except to just convey what it is.
• [3] States it as a category of middleware that
provide access to data giving an inference of a
single database.
• [7] Gives an abstract definition by stating it as
combining information from various sources to
give a unified format.
• [12] Treat it as a solution to manage
voluminous and diverse data transparently.
2.6 Goal Centric Definitions
The definitions stated here refer to the intention
of information integration without any specification on
the input or output or the process.
• [2] Indicates the goal as combining multiple
information sources
• [4] The goal is addressed as to enable new
applications that require information from
several sources to be built quickly.
• [8] Here the goal has been specified with more
explanation when compared to the previous
ones, as to make available an integrated and
coherent view of data stored various
heterogeneous information sources.
The goal specified by [11] is to focus on what the
user requires by providing a uniform interface to
information sources without any regard of how or where
to find the information.

The definitions however could be visualized with accordance to the categorization in the table below. Table 1 would
give a very precise, readable and easily implied version of the categorization.
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Table 1: Categorization of information integration definitions
Sl No.

Input parameters

Process

Output characteristics

1

Heterogeneous information sources
with difference in formats,
locations and facilities
Data from existing heterogeneous
distributed sources

Support access to

Isolate users

Integration

Input and output

Viewing

4

Information
regarding
its
organization, structure, country,
semantics and so on
Applications

Illusion of a single
integrated information
system
Single interface

Single database

Generic

5

Data from multiple sources

Tools

Process

6

Different sources

Unified format

Generic

7

Distributed
heterogeneous
information process sources from
inter organization and collaborative
service provision.
DBMS, Content
management
system, Data warehouse, EAI
Complimentary data

Access
data,
middleware
View – integrate
without first load into
central
Data
Warehouse
Combining
information
Assembling

Coherent view

Input

Combine
core
elements
Brought
together
physically or logically

Common platform

Input

Applications to make
use of all relevant and
indirect data
Provide
real
time
access,
and
data
placement
for
performance, currency
and availability
Respond to a query for
informed
business
decision by user or
application program

Process
Output

2

3

8
9

10

Diverse
forms
of
business
information across organization

Integrate, transform
data for business
analysis and data
interchange

11
12

Voluminous and diverse data
Disparate heterogeneous sources ,
no common schema

Manage transparently
Synthesize
with
flexibility,
transparency
and
intelligence

3. PROPOSED CHARACTERIZATION
OF INFORMATION INTEGRATION
The table 1 gives the input and output parameters
along with the process of the mentioned definitions. The
categorization shown above clearly indicates that the
definition is biased towards any one of the constituents
input, output, process, or goal. The ultimate meaning
underlying information integration has been addressed in
all definitions but in different and incomplete forms.
Considering the input of the definitions, even though the
focus is on the information sources, each one differ , one

Definition
centered on
Input

Input

and

Input, Process
and Output

Hybrid
Hybrid

address it as various databases, another as applications,
some as data and content databases, while others
address more deeply as to sources across organizations.
There exists no commonality among them. There arises
an ambiguity as to what really is the input, either any
one of the aspects mentioned above or all or a
combination of some. This selection of input sources is
dependent over what? Hence such questions leave these
definitions to be incomplete.
Analyzing the output in the definitions, the
most important aspect is how the output has to be
represented, or communicated and in which format. This
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is unclear as one say it be a coherent view, one address it
to be tool, one specify it as a unified format and the list
goes on. Not much is specified as to who it is intended
to, the purpose or the output form.
The same could be said about in the process
involved. Even though the process here is to integrate,
how actually is the integration done. As it is mentioned
in terms of assemble, combine, integrate, transform,
support access to, it leads to confusion as to what are the
processes involved in integration and what sort of
mapping or actual transformation that is needed.
Some definitions do exist which address all the
aspects in their definition but when look in to them, one
could say that they are not complete. Emphasize or
explanation about the three aspects has been stated
[11,12 ] but there lies a gap in case of what the actual
process is along with in addition to how the process
could be done and which form the output should be
rather than being an answer to a query.
This explanation stated above has clearly stated that
there exists no proper characterization for information
integration which had initiated this study to propose a
complete characterization for information integration
thereby indicating the research initiatives in it. The
proposed characterization is:
Information integration is the process of combining
information modeling patterns with process patterns to
gain visibility and federated access to distributed
heterogeneous information sources at real time, thereby
to provide information on demand through information
delivery patterns for achieving better business insight.

The outcome of this study is presented in table
2, which has taken its input source as table 1 and
supporting information stated above to analyze and to
have produced such an output. This outcome gives a
collective view of all what researchers wanted to convey
on defining information integration and where actually
they had lacked and thereby paved way for the proposed
characterization specified in the previous section which
give a comprehensive view on information integration
by filling out the gaps in the related work.

4. DISCUSSION

5. CONCLUSION

To check for the conceptualization of a matter one
normally answers the three questions of what it means,
whether it addresses all constituents, and how exactly it
is stated. Here information integration’s definitions as
portrayed in the previous section are analyzed with three
dimensions of meaning, distinctness and completeness
(exactness). These dimensions specify in common the
necessities of any definition or conceptualization. By
meaning it is to check whether it portrays the concept in
the right sense and intention, distinctness refers to the
addressing of its constituents in the concept and
representation whereas exactness gives the check as to
all the elements of the concept are stated precisely. The
table below has been designed with the intention of
portraying the extent to which these definitions stated
above conveys the three constituents of a definition.
The explanation for the indicators are explained below
Table 2: Expression of components of various
definitions
Definition Meaning Distinctne Complete
s
ss
ness
a
-+-b
+--c
++-d
+++
--

Information integration builds on the solid
foundation of existing data management solutions.
However data management solutions do not provide the
real information that would help in informed decision
making for bringing about better business insight. This
paper has brought out the various definitions that have
been stated by various researchers by addressing their
characteristics and their limits. This gives way for a need
of a complete characterization of information integration
in line with the context, which has been considered as
the main outcome of this paper. The discussion part
states clearly the limitations of the definitions while
compared with the requirements of a definition. The
proposed characterization specifies many issues that give
way for another round of research in information
integration with varied perspective.

e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
Proposed
Characteri
zation
--+
+++

+-++
++
+++
-++
++

+--++
++
+++++

-----+-+++

The criteria is not mentioned at all
It is just mentioned and does not satisfy
the requirements at the basic level itself
The requirements are addressed partially
The requirements satisfy the criteria
completely
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